Image Quality Assessment (IQA) is an interesting challenge for image processing applications. The goal of IQA is to replace human judgement of perceived image quality with a machine evaluation. A large number of methods have been proposed to evaluate the quality of an image which may be corrupted by noise, distorted during acquisition, transmission, compression, etc. Many methods, in some cases, do not agree with human judgment because they are not correlated with human visual perception. In the last years the most modern IQA models and metrics considered visual saliency as a fundamental issue. The aim of visual saliency is to produce a saliency map that replicates the human visual system (HVS) behaviour in visual attention process. In this paper we show the relationship between different kind of visual saliency maps and IQA measures. We particularly perform a lot of comparisons between Saliency-Based IQA Measures and traditional Objective IQA Measure. In Saliency scientific literature there are many different approaches for saliency maps, we want to investigate which is best one for IQA metrics.
INTRODUCTION
Digital Images can be distorted during acquisition, compression, transmission, restoration, processing, etc. Image Quality Assessment aims to replace human judgment of perceived image quality with machine-based evaluation. Traditional criteria (Wang, 2006) perform measures based on the differences between reference and distorted image, this measures are not correlated with human visual perception. The "perfect" IQA method is subjective evaluation, because it performs results directly from human visual system. Unfortunately this kind of method is very expensive and time consuming (a lot of time and observers are requested for good performances). IQA methods can be subdivided in two main categories: subjective (Recommendation, 2002) and objective (Wang, 2006) methods. The first class is very expensive and cannot easily performed in real time systems.
The goal of second class methods is to perform a statistical measure of image quality perceived by human being. Objective Methods can be further categorized in the following groups: full-reference, no-reference and reduced-reference. Full-reference means that the original (distortion free) image and distorted image are known; No-reference means that original image is unknown; Reduced-reference means that the original image is partially available. In this paper we focus our attention on FullReference objective methods.
The limit of Full-Reference methods is that the results of their metrics are often far from subjective human evaluation. In the last years IQA methods consider visual attention system to be included in IQA metrics (Ma, 2008, b) . Visual Saliency aims to replicate the HVS (Human Visual System) attention process through saliency maps. that describe the most focused areas for a human observer. In state of the art there are many different approaches for saliency map computation. We performed a lot of experimental comparisons between IQA measures and Saliency based IQA measures. We studied the influence of different visual saliency approaches on IQA measure performance.
The paper is organised as follows: in section 2 we discuss some State of the art methods about IQA Saliency; in section 3 we describe some IQA metrics; in section 4 we show our experimental results; in section 5 conclusions and future works.
STATE OF THE ART
In this section we discuss about some state of the art approaches on Full Reference IQA and Saliency Map Detection.
Image Quality Assessment
Traditional full reference IQA criteria adopted pixelwise distances such as PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) and MSE (Mean Squared Error). In (Acvibas, 2002) authors showed that these distances are far from quality perceived results.
In (Damera-Venkata, 2000) authors proposed NQM (Noise Quality Measure) and DM (Distortion Measure) that outperform PSNR, but the problem is to how define unique quality metric based on NQM and DM.
Wang et al. in (Wang, 2006) and in (Wang, 2004) proposed MSSIM (Mean Structural Similarity), which analyses the degradation of structural information, that is based only on local correlation property of an image and, for this reason, is not enough precise for IQA applications. Another IQA called VIF (Visual Information Fidelity), is proposed by Sheikh (Sheikh, 2006 ) is based on mutual information between input and output of HVS (Human vision system). Another interesting IQA measure, MS-SSIM (Multi-Scale Structural Similarity), was proposed by Wang et al. (Wang, 2003) which showed that the perceived quality of an image is heavily dependent upon the scale of observation.
MSSIM and VIF measures are based only on local features, so the global information has lost. The most modern IQA methods consider the process of visual attention as a fundamental aspect for a better IQA.
In authors included saliency features to compute PSNR, MSSIM and VIF measures. These new measures, called SPSNR, SMSSIM and SVIF get better performances than the corresponding original versions. The authors of (Moorthy, 2009 ) explored visual attention and visual perception for spatial pooling strategies in SSIM metrics. In this paper we explored the relationships between different saliency approaches (Itti,1998) (Harel, 2007) and the corresponding saliency based metrics against traditional criteria.
Saliency Maps
Saliency or Visual Saliency is the image processing field that deals with identifying the most important regions of an image from a perceptual point of view (Frintrop, 2010) . In first three seconds a human observer fixates some particular points inside an image and tends to group them into visual significant areas.
A saliency map is effective if precision and recall measures with respect to human fixation points are high. In scientific literature there are different approaches for saliency (Marchesotti, 2009) . For a interesting overview about saliency see (Marchesotti, 2009 ). In our paper we compared three saliency maps to test some IQA metrics: Itti Koch method (Itti,1998) Harel method (Harel,2007) and Ma method . We selected these three methods because they are based on different approaches. Itti Koch model for Saliency detection adopted multi-scale analysis of the image. Multiscale image features are combined into a single topographical saliency map. A dynamical neural network selects attended locations in order of decreasing saliency. This is a bottom-up, stimulusdriven approach. Harel (Harel, 2007) saliency approach is based on a biologically plausible model, it consists of two steps: activation maps on certain feature channels and normalization which highlights conspicuity. This is a bottom-up, stimulus driven saliency model. The approach of Ma method is based on an optimization model: Ant Colony Optimization. From now on we refer to this methods with ITTI (Itti,1998 ) GBVS (Harel, 2007) and ACO .
EVALUATION
In this section we analyze the IQA metrics we used for our experimental set: PSNR, MSSIM, VIF, SPSNR, SMSSIM, SVIF. The first three (PSNR, MSSIM, VIF) are objective measures, the others (SPSNR, SMSSIM, SVIF) are weighted by saliency map values. All the measures analyzed grow with the perceived image quality.
Measures (normalized in the same range [0,1]) are compared with different test conditions in terms of distortion, compression, noise type and localization (global noise, local noise). As suggested by , we tested distorted images with the following noises: gaussian, poisson, speckle, salt & pepper. We also considered three possible spatial noise distribution: global noise, noise added only in salient region and noise added only in the not salient region. We consider the gap between two corresponding metrics (PSNR vs SPSNR, VIF vs SVIF, MSSIM vs SMSSIM), as it follows: where SB_Met is the saliency based metric value, NSB_Met is the not saliency based metric value. In our experiments all tests have been done using the ITTI, GBVS and ACO saliency maps. More precisely in our experiments we compared the IQA metrics and the corresponding saliency based ones. In fig. 2 ,3,4 we show how GapM changes in function of several kind of noise and with various saliency map used.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we show and discuss our experimental results. We subdivided our tests into two parts. In first part we show IQA metrics values with several conditions of noise and visual saliency.
In the second part we show the dispersion diagrams of IQA metrics with respect to a human subjective evaluation.
IQA & GapM
In our tests we used a Database (Live Database) which is made of original and distorted images, and their subjective evaluations. In eq. 1 we defined GapM. In rest of the paper we will refer to: GapM 1 = SPSNR -PSNR; GapM 2 = SMSSIM -MSSIM; GapM 3 = SVIF -VIF; We selected from (Live Database) 100 images with the corresponding corrupted ones by the following types of noise: Gaussian; Poisson; Salt & pepper, Speckle. We furthermore created from the reference images (without distortion or noise) two noisy version (with noise located only in salient regions or in not salient regions). As described in tab.1, for each corrupted image we computed GapM (i=1...3) . the saliency based metric perform a better quality image perceived than the other metric. When we tested an image with noise only in the not salient regions SB_Met showed, on the average, higher value with respect of NSB_Met because the salient region appeared with a good grade of perceived quality. On the contrary, if we tested an image with noise only in the salient region, we observed that NSB_Met showed, on the average, higher value with respect of SB_Met, the reason why is: salient region should appear with low grade of perceived quality.
Validation Test
In this section we show how much the three saliency methods can improve IQA methods. We used the same validation test scheme of for IQA. MOS (mean opinion score) provides an indication of the perceived image quality and DMOS is the difference Mean Opinion Score for an image:
Where MOS reference is MOS of the reference image, and MOS distorted is MOS of the distorted image. From LIVE database (Live Database) we analyzed:
• 273 images with JPEG2000 compression;
• 200 images with JPEG compression;
• 174 images with white noise in RGB components;
• 174 images with Gaussian Blur;
• 174 images with transmission error in JPEG2000 bitstream using fast-fading Rayleigh (779 distorted images). As suggested by , we plot DMOS vs PSNR, SPSNR, MSSIM, SMSSIM, VIF, SVIF for all the distorted images. We measured IQA metrics within the luma component of the YCbCr model. We also repeated experiments within CieLab model. In fig. 5 -6 the SVIF scatter plots for GBVS and ACO saliency maps, that always showed the smaller standard deviation between scatter points and regressive curve. For a given IQA metric it is possible to predict DMOS from the corresponding regressive curve with a five-parametr logistic function (Gottschalk, 2005) . The accuracy precision for DMOS is evaluated through Correlation Coefficients.
Correlation Coefficients
In our experiments we evaluated the saliency methods contributions for IQA through correlation coefficients to perform prediction accuracy for DMOS. In detail, we exploited: • CC (Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient) (Nagelkerke,1991) has value in [-1,1].
• R 2 (Coefficient of Determination) (Nagelkerke,1991) has value in [0,1].
• KRCC (Kendall Rank Correlation Coefficient (Prokhorov,2001) ), has value in [-1,1].
• SROCC (Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient) (Brunnstro,2009 )has value in [-1,1].
• MAE (Mean Absolute Error) (Wilmott,2005) .
• RMS (Root Mean Square Predict Error) (Wilmott,2005) In RMS and MAE lower values mean better accuracy, in KRCC, SROCC, CC and R 2 higher values mean better accuracy.
We used these coefficients to measure how DMOS predicted values approximate human subjective DMOS score. A better value tell us which is the best IQA metric. In our experiments we saw that SVIF metric based on ACO saliency maps outperforms the others (tab.2).
SVIF with YCbCr color model and ACO saliency map perform the highest values for CC, R2, KRCC, SROCC, and the lowest values for MAE and RMS. We also tested all the IQA indexes using CIElab color model, but we did not find a metric that absolutely outperformed the others. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we presented a strong experimentation about the comparison between traditional IQA metrics and visual saliency based ones. All the test confirmed that IQA saliency based methods outperform traditional criteria. We also noted that ACO saliency maps give a stronger support with respect to the other saliency approaches, ITTI and GBVS, especially in case of SVIF metric. Furthermore we pointed out that the SVIF using ACO saliency map also had the largest GapM of several noise distributions. It could be very interesting to stress this kind of experiments with a lot of more saliency approaches. In this way we will establish which could be the best Visual Saliency for Image Quality Assessment.
